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Abstract—Measurement capabilities are fundamental for a
variety of network applications. Typically, recent data items are
more relevant than old ones, a notion we can capture through
a sliding window abstraction. These capabilities require a large
number of counters in order to monitor the traffic of all network
flows. However, SRAM memories are too small to contain these
counters. Previous works suggested replacing counters with
small estimators, trading accuracy for reduced space. But these
estimators only focus on the counters’ size, whereas often flow
ids consume more space than their respective counters. In this
work, we present the CELL algorithm that combines estimators
with efficient flow representation for superior memory reduction.
We also extend CELL to the sliding window model, which
prioritizes the recent data, by presenting two variants named
RAND-CELL and SHIFT-CELL. We formally analyze the error
and memory consumption of our algorithms and compare their
performance against competing approaches using real-world
Internet traces. These measurements exhibit the benefits of our
work and show that CELL consumes at least 30% less space than
the best-known alternative. The code is available in open source.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network statistics is a vital tool in network engineering [31],
load balanced routing [37], [52], network security [16] and
anomaly detection [18]. Such applications require algorithms
that are both time and space efficient to cope with the
ever-increasing line rates. Previous works suggested replacing
counters with small estimators, trading accuracy for reduced
space. Such space reduction enables fitting more counters into
SRAM memory [54] (or TCAM [41]), which tends to be much
smaller than the abundant DRAM memory.
A stream of packets flowing through the network in general
or a specific switch can be divided into multiple flows,
each with its unique identifier. For example, the 5-tuple
(source ip, source port, destination ip, dest port, protocol) is
often used as a flow identifier, but sometimes it can be just the
(source ip,source port) etc. A fundamental network statistics
problem is the flow’s frequency, i.e., how many packets with
the given flow’s identifier passed through the network/switch.
The challenge is that in a modern network the number of
flows can be huge, and precisely representing each flow’s
frequency requires maintaining at least one counter per flow
as well as the flow’s identifier. Hence, a naive approach would
consume much more memory than the typical available SRAM
memory. This has been largely addressed by efficient counter
representations [23], [33], [34] and sketches [10], [11], which
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reduce memory consumption by lowering the fidelity of the
statistics, i.e., making it approximate. However, sketches only
guarantee an error that is proportional to the entire stream size.
Another line of solutions is protocols such as MG [38],
Frequent [28], SpaceSaving [36], and RAP [5], which maintain
a fixed-size table of flow ids and associated counters with some
rules on which flows are represented in the table. But, their
error guarantee is also proportional to the entire stream size.
In traditional hardware implementations, SRAM memory
tends to be very tight and constant. Hence, for a given memory
budget, the goal is to obtain the minimal approximation error.
On the other hand, there is a recent trend to increasingly
implement network functions in software. In particular, when
hosting multiple VMs on a single physical host, the host needs
to provide a virtual switch capability between the VMs and the
network (and among themselves). Yet, software implementations can better handle dynamic memory management than
their hardware counterparts, and SRAM memory is not as
small as it used to be. Hence, it becomes interesting to exploit
these abilities, and design solutions that minimize the amount
of memory required for a given approximation error budget.
Recent data items are often more relevant than old ones,
so many applications realize this through a sliding window
abstractions. In the sliding window model [12] only the
most recent items in the stream are considered, while older
ones do not affect the quantity we wish to estimate. Indeed,
the problem of maintaining various types of sliding window
statistics was extensively studied [3], [6], [12], [30], [42].
In this work, we focus on counter estimation techniques [39]. Here, the goal is to associate each flow with
a frequency counter, which counts how many packets from
that flow have arrived as part of a given stream. To decrease
the space consumption of counters, their accuracy is being
reduced. For example, suppose we increment a counter c with
probability 1/r on each packet arrival. Whenever queried for
the value of c, we would return c × r. In this case, the
expected returned value of c is the same as the real value of
c, except that now each specific returned value might contain
an error. The benefit is that in order to represent a value v,
we only require log vr bits instead of log v bits required to
accurately represent v. Further, the increment probability of a
counter whose value is c might depend on c, in which case
the evaluation function becomes more involved.
To maintain statistics about k flows, a naive approach would
allocate a counter per flow. At the extreme, for a stream of
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N packets, we might need up to N counters. Yet, if the
counters of many of these flows hold the same value, an
additional space reduction can be obtained by enabling all
flows whose frequency estimation is the same to share the
same counter [50]. Still, one needs to maintain the identifiers
of all flows in order to map them to their respective shared
counter. However, flows identifiers are often much larger than
their counters. Hence, additional savings are called for.
Our work combines ideas from sketches with counter estimation. We also extend our ideas to the sliding window model.
Our Contributions: Our first contribution is an algorithm
called Counter Estimation Levels List (CELL), a novel counter
estimation technique that reduces space consumption by compacting flows identifiers and using estimators. As illustrated
in Figure 1, CELL has two representations, Approximate
Membership (AM) and Hash Table (HT). CELL maps the
flows to levels according to their frequencies. Each flow starts
at the first level and probabilistically climbs to higher levels
as more packets arrive. It stores flow fingerprints either in
levels of approximate memberships (AM) or in a hash table
along with their level number. Next, it uses the level number
to compute frequencies using estimators.
Second, we propose two efficient algorithms, Randomized
Counter Estimation Levels List (RAND-CELL) and Shift
Counter Estimation Levels List (SHIFT-CELL), both extending CELL to the sliding window model by probabilistically
maintaining the most recent W elements.
With sliding windows, we need to remove the oldest element
upon a new arrival. RAND-CELL randomly seeks a prior element arrival and decrement one from the corresponding flow’s
estimation. In contrast, SHIFT-CELL applies batch reductions
on all flows every C arrivals as shown in Figure2. Finally,
we compare our algorithms to state-of-the-art approaches.
Specifically, we compare CELL to CEDAR [51] and ICEBuckets [14]. While CEDAR and ICE-Buckets are more accurate, we show that CELL is considerably more space efficient.
For the sliding window model, we compare RAND-CELL
and SHIFT-CELL to SWAMP [4] and show that we reduce
the memory consumption by at least 4x with windows of
above 100, 000 items (on the order of 0.1 seconds on modern
networks). SWAMP’s significant memory consumption largely
comes from the fact that it must store the fingerprints of all
window elements, in contrast with our work whose memory
overhead depends mostly on the number of unique flows.
We note that WCSS [6] also estimates item frequencies
(in constant time) over a sliding window. It guarantees an
additive error of W  for a window size W and a configuration
parameter . In contrast, the error of RAND-CELL is a relative
error and is smaller for small flows as proved in Section V-A.
II. R ELATED W ORK
1) Full Size Counters: Hybrid counters, proposed in [45],
[47], store in SRAM only the least significant bits of each
counter and in DRAM the remaining bits of the counters.
This enables fast counter updates as they occur mostly in

Fig. 1: An overview of CELL with the two representations (AM and
HT): Given estimation function A (L), upon item xn arrival: in HT,
the level of the element’s fingerprint is incremented with probability
1
. In AM, the first step is to locate the element level, then
A (3)−A (2)
1
its fingerprint moves to the next level with probability A (3)−A
.
 (2)

SRAM, but slow reading as it involves DRAM access. CounterBraids [33] employs counters compression to obtain a small
representation whose encoding can occur entirely in SRAM.
However, decoding is cumbersome and slow, resulting in slow
counter reads. Likewise, a related algorithm, Brick [24], is an
online counter array that encodes variable-length counters by
restricting the counter sum. But it still has limited counting
capacity as the average counter value increases. In this paper,
we are interested in fast operations.
2) Counter Approximations: The counter approximations
approach suggests replacing counters with smaller estimators.
Such reduction enables more counters to fit into SRAM at
the cost of reduced accuracy. Approximate Counting [40]
was the first such work. Later, Small Active Counters
(SAC) [49] adapted this idea to networking. DISCO [23]
provided variable-sized increments and improved accuracy.
Further, [22] introduced a way to increase the relative error as
the counters grow, so they can offer unlimited capacity.
CEDAR [51] provided a recursive estimation function for
estimators’ increase and proved that it is optimal. Besides,
CEDAR proposed an up-scaling algorithm for adjusting the
relative error of the entire counter scale through an upscaling
algorithm. Up-scaling is performed according to the maximal
counter without any assumption on flow distribution.
ICE-Buckets [14] reduces the amortized error by efficiently
utilizing multiple counter scales. It partitions the flows into
buckets and configures the optimal estimation function according to each bucket’s counter scale. I.e., with ICE-Buckets, the
error in each bucket is proportional to the largest counter in
that bucket rather than the largest counter overall.
3) Counter Estimation over Sliding Window: Estimating item frequencies over sliding windows was first studied in [3]. They proposed an algorithm that requires
O(−1 log2 −1 log W ) bits within a W  additive error over
a W sized window. Then [30] reduced it to the optimal
O(−1 log W ) bits. [26] improved the update time to O(1)
while being able to find all heavy hitters in the optimal O(−1 )
time. Further, [3], [30] considered window expanding and
shrinking when processing updates.
Sliding Sketch [20] is a generic framework that can adapt
any sketch that follows the k-hash model to the sliding window
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model. The main idea behind Sliding Sketch is to divide
the sketch into many “time zones” and to delete out-of-date
information through scanning. However, these sketches only
guarantee an error proportional to the entire stream size while
estimators guarantee a relative error.
The Sliding Window Approximate Measurement Protocol
(SWAMP) [4] is a sliding window algorithm that solves perflow counting. SWAMP uses a single hash function (h) that
maps flow-id to a fingerprint. The SWAMP data structure
contains a cyclic fingerprint buffer of length W (the window
size), denoted CFB, which stores fingerprints. Fingerprints
are also stored in TinyTable [15], which provides efficient
multiplicity information. SWAMP requires linear memory and
counts accurately with a probability of at least 1 − δ.
4) Sketch Based Techniques: Sketches like Count
Sketch [10], Space Saving (SS) [36] and Count Min
Sketch [11] are popular for maintaining item’s frequency
estimation over a stream. The sketching and sampling-based
algorithms produce an additive error on the order of N ,
where  is a predetermined constant and N is the total count
size. Elastic Sketch [53] divides packet processing into two
parts: heavy and light. The light part is a Count Min Sketch
that tracks mice flows, and the heavy part is a hash bucket
table for the heavy flows that are stored and evicted to the
light part as needed. Elastic Sketch promises an additive error
on the order of Nl  where Nl is the size of the sub-stream
recorded by the light part while estimators promise a relative
error. Ada-Sketches [48] have better error guarantees than
straightforward sketches design, but it is only for recent
items, while old items even have more errors than new ones.
5) Approximate Memberships: The most famous approximate membership structure is Bloom filter [7]. Several Bloom
filter variants were suggested to improve various aspects of
Bloom filters, such as Blocked Bloom filter (BlockedBF) [43],
[44], Balanced Bloom filters (BalancedBF) [27], Counting
Bloom filters (CBF) [29] and Inverted Bloom filter [19]. TinySet [13] is an alternative construction based on a fingerprint
hash-table. It is therefore more space-efficient than Bloom
filters for similar false-positive rates.
A fingerprint hash-table was first suggested in d-left hashing [8], [9]. Similarly, Cuckoo hashing [35] calculates a perfect
hash function using the power of two choices. TinyTable [15]
is another recent compact hash table based construction.
III. P RELIMINARIES
Given a universe U, a stream S = x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ∈ U ∗
is a sequence of universe elements. Denote N the number of
items (network packets) in S and MF the maximal number of
unique flows (MF ≤ N ). Each element is associated with a
flow label f . We define the size of flow f in S as the number
of elements with flow label f in the stream S. We denote this
quantity by Nf and the maximum flow size by MFS . See
Table I for summary of these notations.
(, δ)-Per-flow counting: We consider algorithms that answer queries for flow size estimation in the stream S while

guaranteeing a given error  with a probability of at least 1−δ.
Such an algorithm must support the following operations:
• ADD(x): given an element x ∈ U, append x to S.
cf for Nf such that
• Q UERY (f ): return an estimation N
cf − Nf ≤ Nf with probability 1 − δ.
N
In the sliding window model, we denote by W ∈ N the maximal window size. In this case, MF ≤ W . At any time point t,
i.e., when the element xt arrives, the sliding window maintains
the most recent W elements in S: xmax{0,t−W +1} , · · · , xt ,
denoted Win(t, W ).
Given a flow f and a maximal window size W , the flow
size of f in W , denoted NfW , is the number of elements with
flow label f that appear within the last W elements of S.
(W, , δ)-Per-flow window counting: We consider algorithms that answer queries for flow size estimation in the last
W elements window while guaranteeing a given error  with
a probability of at least 1 − δ. In particular, such algorithms
must support the following operations:
• ADD(x): given an element x ∈ U, append x to S.
d
W
• Q UERY (f ): return an estimation NfW for Nf such that
d
W − N W ≤ N W with probability 1 − δ.
N
f

f

f

Given an error parameter M , an approximate membership
data structure is a randomized data structure that represents
a set A and answers whether an element x is in the set A
(A ⊂ U) with the following guarantees:
• If x ∈ A, the answer is always true (no false negative).
• If x ∈
/ A, the answer is false with probability at least 1 −
M and true (false positive) with probability at most M .
We consider the following key performance metrics:
Estimation Accuracy: We discuss the quality of the estimation in terms of root mean squared relative error
(RMSRE): Denote n̂ the random variable of the estimation
flow size after n elements have arrived
r
RM SRE[n] =

E[(

n̂ − n 2
) ].
n

The maximum relative error is maxn≤N RM SRE[n].
Storage Overhead: Memory consumption that guarantees a
given error .
Intuitively, RMSRE captures the bound on the expected relative error, i.e., the difference between the actual and estimated
frequencies of any flow. Our goal is to minimize memory
requirements in order to achieve the above accuracy goals.
As mention in the introduction, in this work we view the
RMSRE as a hard constraint, whereas the memory usage is
the optimization parameter.
IV. Counter Estimation Levels List (CELL)
A. Algorithm
In this section, we describe our base algorithm, CELL,
which solves the per-flow counting problem. CELL architecture is based on multiple levels of estimators and a memoryefficient mapping from flow to a level. The estimation value
for level i is calculated with an optimal estimation function A
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TABLE I: List of Symbols
Symbol
S
U
N
n
MF
MFS
Nf
cf
N
W
NfW
[
NW
f


M
δ
A (l)
Ei
L
nodei

Meaning
the data stream
the universe of elements (all possible type of packets)
number of elements in the stream
number of elements that have arrived
the maximal number of unique flows
the maximum flow size
the size of flow f in S
an estimation of Nf
the maximal window size
the size of flow f in the last W elements of S
an estimation of NfW
estimation accuracy parameter of per-flow counting algorithm
estimation accuracy parameter of approximate membership
probability of failure to provide the accuracy guarantee
estimation function
estimation value of level i (=A (i))
levels number
the data structure associated with level i in the AM representation

that accepts a level as input and returns an estimation value.
We use the estimation function proved to be optimal in [14]:
A (l) =

(1 + 22 )l − 1
(1 + 2 ).
22

(1)

For example, if a flow f is mapped to Level i, then the
frequency of f is estimated to be A (i); denote this value
by Ei . When a new flow f arrives, it is assigned to the first
level with probability E11 . On each additional arrival, flow f at
level i is advanced to level i + 1 with a probability Ei+11−Ei .
Abstractly, the first flow that reaches a given level can be
viewed as implicitly initiating it in a manner that depends on
additional design aspects that are elaborated below.
As shown in Figure 1, CELL has two representations
according to the mapping from flows to estimators’ levels.
Below we introduce these two representations.
Hash Table Representation: Store a mapping from a
flow’s fingerprint to its level using a memory-efficient hash
table like Cuckoo hash table [35] or TinyTable [15]. In
Figure 1, the flow of item Xn−W +1 is mapped to level 3.
Approximate Membership Representation: For each
level, we represent this level’s flows by an approximate membership structure that supports deletions, such as TinySet [13]
or other variants of counting bloom filters [17], [25], [29],
[32], [46] (i.e., variants of Bloom filters that support deletions).
Here, to lookup a flow, we can scan all these structures
from the top-level downward until obtaining a positive indication. As illustrated in Figure 1, the approximate membership
structure of level 3 contains the flow of item Xn−W +1 . To
make this efficient, we configure the approximate membership
structures of all levels to use the same hash functions. This
way, the hash functions, whose computation is the heaviest,
are computed only once on each lookup regardless of the
number of levels. A benefit of using TinySet is that even if
the TinySet instance of each level is sized according to the
N
expected number of flows at that level (bounded by Elevel
),
we can still utilize the same single hash function for all [13].
Since we have no hard limit on the number of levels, some
levels might not be associated with any flows, a doubly-linked
list is an obvious candidate. Whenever a flow is transferred to
a level i whose node is not allocated, it is first allocated and
then inserted into its corresponding place in the list. Similarly,

when a given level no longer holds any flows, its node can be
removed from the list and freed.
Yet, when most levels have flows mapped to them and
therefore allocated, the memory overhead of the linked list
pointers can become significant. Also, scanning a dynamically
allocated linked list is not CPU cache-friendly.
Another alternative is to hold the levels in a continuous
array. But, as the number of levels varies, we may occasionally
need to reallocate the array, a potentially expensive operation.
A naive approach is to pre-allocate a very large array, but it is
memory wasteful. An intermediate solution is to maintain the
levels in a linked list of arrays, for a flexible tradeoff between
the benefits and drawbacks of both approaches.
In both approaches, we employ approximate data structures.
Thus, we may obtain a false positive indication that a given
flow f is associated with a given level i even though f has
never arrived, or f is at a lower level. Denote this false positive
probability by M . In equation (5) we calculate how large M
should be so that with probability 1 − δ, we end in the right
level of flow f . In our paper, we experiment with TinyTable
and Cuckoo hash as representatives of the first approach and
with TinySet as a representative of the second approach.
B. CELL Analysis
1) Memory vs. Error in CELL: The memory consumption
of CELL is influenced by two factors: the number of estimator
levels and the representation cost of the mapping from flows
to levels. When using Equation 1 for the estimators’ values,
there is no need to allocate any memory for them as we use
the level number as an input to A . Yet, when queries are
frequent, it may be computationally preferable to pre-compute
the estimator values for all levels, in which case each value
consumes the size of a float (or a double).
Hash Table Representation: For hash table (HT) representation, without any knowledge of the stream’s distribution,
the worst case is that every flow arrives only once. Hence,
the HT needs to be sized so it can store up to N items.
In the case of Cuckoo hash [35] and TinyTable [15], this
means having roughly 1.1 − 1.2N entries. The number of bits
required to encode the level of a flow is logarithmic in the
maximal number of levels L. Due to TinyTable’s self-adjusting
counters, if the table was sized to store N items, it can already
accommodate the counters within the same space. In contrast,
Cuckoo would require allocating a log L bits counter for each
entry. As L itself is bounded by log N , we get that each
counter in a Cuckoo HT would require O(log log N ) bits.
As for the impact of the false-positive ratio M , the number
1
. This gives a
of flow’s fingerprint bits is logarithmic in M
1
total memory overhead of N (log M + log log N ) in the case
1
of a Cuckoo HT and N (log M
) in the case of TinyTable1 .
Approximate Membership Representation: In approximate membership (AM) representation, each level requires an
AM structure. Again, without any knowledge regarding the
1 Recall that when storing full flow identifiers, each flow-id can easily reach
96 bits for IPv4 and almost double that with IPv6.
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stream’s distribution, an AM for level l must be sized to store
N
elements. Using TinySet, this means a little bit more
up to E
l
N
than El entries [13] in each AM structure. Similarly to before,
for a false positive ratio M , we need the fingerprints to be
1
long. Hence, the total memory required by each level
log M
N
1
is O( El log M
). Since L is bounded by log N , we get a total
N
1
memory complexity of O( E
) bits.
log N log M
l
Obviously, the AM representation is less memory efficient
that HT, it is important for the extensions of CELL to sliding
windows discussed in Sections V and VI below. In those
extensions, the AM based realizations of the algorithms are
more computationally efficient and intuitive.
2) The Number of Levels Generated by CELL: Denote L
the maximal level. Recall that MFS is the maximum flow
size. Denote by EMFS the estimation of MFS , by EEMFS
the expected EMFS . Let MEFS be the maximal estimated
flow size and EM EF S be the expectation of MEFS . Using
equation (1):
EM EF S =


(1 + 22 )L − 1
1 + 2
22

(2)

22 · EM EF S
+1
1 + 2

(3)

Algorithm 1 CELL Algorithm (AM representation)
Initialization:
initialize head = linked-list of approximate membership with estimate values,
initialize tail = pointer to the last node of the linked-list.
Initialization: nLevels ← 1
1: function A DD L EVEL
2:
Initialize new node and link it to the tail node
3:
nLevels ← nLevels + 1
4: function A DD(xi )
5:
fx ← ComputeF low(xi )
6:
nodei ← tail
7:
while nodei .A.T EST (fx ) = f alse do
8:
nodei ← previous node
9:
if nodei == node0 then
10:
node0 .A.ADD(fx )
11:
else
12:
with probability Pi = E 1−E :
i+1

i

13:
if i + 1 < nLevels then
14:
AddLevel()
15:
nodei .A.DELET E(fx )
16:
nodei+1 .A.ADD(fx )
17: function Q UERY(f )
18:
nodei ← tail
19:
while nodei .A.T EST (f ) = f alse do
20:
if nodei == node0 then return 1
21:
nodei ← previous node
return nodei .Ei

Extracting L:

L = log1+22



As proved in CEDAR [51], EEM F S = M F S. We need
to prove that EM EF S ≈ EEM F S to get that EM EF S ≈
M F S. We denote by F (l) the random variable that represents
the estimation of M F S that reside in level l. We can divide
F (l) i.i.d geometric random variables Fb(pi ) with parameter
1
pi = Ei −E
, i = [0, · · · , L − 1], EEMFS = E(F (l)) =
PL−1 b i−1
PL−1 b
PL−1
E( i=0 F (pi )) =
i=0 E(F (pi )) =
i=0 pi = EL =
MEFS . So with high probability, we have:

L = log1+22

22 · M F S
+1
1 + 2


(4)

3) CELL’s Probabilistic Guarantee:
a) Hash Table (HT) Representation: When using a fingerprint hashtable, we can satisfy the error bound  with
probability 1 − M by configuring the fingerprint size such
that its false positive probability is bounded by 1 − M . This
is obtained when the size of the fingerprint is dlog −1
M e.
b) Approximate Membership (AM) Representation: Let
fl be a flow that resides at level l out of L levels in total.
Recall that according to CELL, we search fl from the top
level, L, downward. If the AM of level i > l returns true,
according to our algorithm we return A (i). Therefore, A (l)
is evaluated as the estimation of fl ’s frequency only if all the
AMs of levels above l return false. This means that we get
an error of  with a probability of (1 − M )L−l . In the worst
case, the probability is (1 − M )L for the lowest level.
In other words, to obtain a probabilistic error bound of δ,
we need to size the fingerprints of TinySet so that the AM of
each level is M such that 1 − δ ≥ (1 − M )L . We have that
1
(1 − δ) L ≥ 1 − M . Hence, we should set
1

M ≥ 1 − (1 − δ) L

where L is according to equation (4).

(5)

Fig. 2: Illustrating RAND-CELL and SHIFT-CELL in AM presentation. Upon xn arrival: RAND-CELL randomly seeks a prior element
arrival and decrement one from the corresponding flow’s estimation.
SHIFT-CELL applies batch reductions on all flows every C arrivals.

V. T HE RAND-CELL A LGORITHM
Randomized Counter Estimation Levels List (RANDCELL) adapts the base algorithm CELL to the sliding window
model in a randomized manner. That is, RAND-CELL addresses the per-flow window counting problem, by probabilistically maintaining the most recent W elements and measuring
per-flow traffic for them using a CELL structure. The basic
concept is generic, but for clarity, we explain it for the AM
based implementation of CELL.
Ideally, when a new element arrives at time point t, we
aspire to remove the oldest element (at time point t − 1) from
CELL’s data structures and then update CELL with the newly
arriving element. Alas, precisely removing the oldest element
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Algorithm 2 RAND-CELL Algorithm

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Initialization:
initialize Base = instance of the base algorithm CELL,
Initialization: arrivals ← 0, cycle ← Base.f irstLevel()
function A DD(xi )
select an index uniformly at random
j←0
while Σk≤j (nk Ek ) ≤ index do
j ←j+1
select flow uniformly from level j
1
:
with probability Pj = E −E
j

chooses a flow from some level j and moves it to level j − 1
1
(if j = 1 we delete the flow from
with probability Ej −E
j−1
level j with probability E1j ). So the expected value of the total
estimates between Win(t + 1, W ) and Win(t, W ) is:
E(

X

W
[
N
t+1 −

X

1
1
d
W
N
E1 −
(Ej − Ej−1 ). (6)
t ) =
E1
Ej − Ej−1

That is, the total estimates remain W after W + 1 arrivals.

j−1

8:
Base.nodej .A.DELET E(fx )
9:
Base.nodej−1 .A.ADD(fx )
10:
Base.Add(xi )
11: function Q UERY(f ) return Base.Query(f )

requires remembering the exact order of all elements in the
window W . This requires an additional O(W ) space, which
becomes costly when W is large as in SWAMP [4]. This is
why we resort to the following probabilistic approach.
Upon xt arrival, we add it to the first level with probability
of E11 . Next, we seek a prior element arrival at random and
deduct 1 from its estimation. Denote by j the level of flow
f , when using CELL, decrementing 1 from the estimation of
flow f is analogous to moving f to level j −1 with probability
1
Ej −Ej−1 (the opposite of incrementing the estimation by 1)
where Ej = A (j) (see Table I).
The challenge in fully realizing this idea stems from the fact
that we only maintain flows’ estimations rather than individual
arrivals. Hence, to mimic choosing a random element arrival
for removal, we select uniformly at random an index i,
i ∈ [0 . . . (W − 1)]. We then skip to the j th level such that
Σk≤j (nk Ek ) ≤ i but Σk≤j+1 (nk Ek ) > i, where nk is the
number of flows in the k th level. Then we select a flow
uniformly at random in j and move it to level j − 1 with
1
probability Ej −E
as illustrated in Figure2.
j−1
In the worst case, the above requires scanning all the levels
on every element arrival. But, as mentioned, the levels’ number
can be bounded by O(logW ), so scanning all levels is not a
heavy operation. We can also maintain partial summaries for
a further logarithmic access time reduction.
Intuitively, the above approximates a sliding window because in each random removal step, a prior arrival is chosen
with a probability that is roughly 1/W . Hence, in expectation,
such a prior arrival will be removed after W random selections. We formalize this notion in the correctness proof below.

Theorem 2. An arrival xt is eliminated in expectation after
W arrivals
Proof. Denote by i the number of elements that arrive after xt
before the elimination of xt . As proved before, we maintain
W arrivals in the structure and randomly choose one of
them for removal. Thus, the probability to choose xt for
1 i−1 1
) P
removal after i arrivals is (1− W
W . The expected number
∞
1 i−1 1
of arrivals before removing xt is:
i=0 i(1 − W )
W =
1
1
W (1−(1− 1 ))2 = W .
W

B. RAND-CELL Performance Analysis
As described, RAND-CELL consumes the same amount
of memory as CELL, but has a higher overall error. In this
section, we analyze this added error. When t < W , the sliding
window is equivalent to the base algorithm CELL as described
in Section IV. Accordingly, we focus on the case that t ≥ W .
c = Σl∈levels nl El the window of the RANDDenote by W
CELL algorithm where nl is the number of elements in level
c
l. Due to the approximate deletion of the oldest element, W
can be slightly different from W .
Given time point t, consider a flow f that belongs to level
t
be the
i and an arriving element xt at time point t. Let IA
indicator of whether the arrival element xt belongs to flow
t
f and ID
be the indicator of whether the expired element
W
the number of elements with
belongs to flow f . Denote Nf,t
flow label f till time point t within the last W elements and
d
d
W
W
W
by N
f,t the estimation value of Nf,t . We have Nf,t = Ei ,
where Ei is the estimation value of level i (Ei = A (i)). This
t
W
t
W
).
) − E(ID
− Nf,t−1
) = E(IA
means that E(Nf,t
NW

t
) = Wf,t .
If the flows are distributed i.i.d, we have2 : E(ID
d
\
W −N
W
To calculate E(N
) we consider two cases:
f,t

•
•

Observation 1. In the sliding window model, given window
size W , L = O(log W ), where L is the number of levels
In the sliding window model, according to (4), even when
MFS = W we get L = O(log W ).
A. RAND-CELL Correctness
It is easy to verify that in expectation, after every set of W
elements, the total estimates for all flows held by CELL (or
d
W
RAND-CELL) remains W : Given time point t, denote N
t
the total estimates till time point t within the last W . Consider
Pd
W
a sliding window Win(t, W ): E( N
t ) = W.
At time t + 1, a new element xt+1 just arrived. RANDCELLadds it to the first level with probability E11 and then

f,t−1

xt ∈ f and it causes f to climb to level i + 1.
The flow chosen for potential level degradation is f .

Denote PCE (f ) the probability that flow f is chosen for
potential degradation.
t
d
W
W
\
E(N
f,t − Nf,t−1 ) = P (IA = 1) · P (up level) · (Ei+1 − Ei )

− PCE (f ) · P (down level) · (Ei − Ei−1 ).

(7)

According to CELL, flow f moves from level i to i + 1
with probability Ei+11−Ei . Hence, P (up level) = Ei+11−Ei .
1
Similarly, P (down level) = Ei −E
because we move flow
i−1
f from its level i to the lower level i − 1 with probability
1
Ei −Ei−1 . As we choose a flow for potential level degradation
2 To be precise, we only need to assume that in each substream of slightly
more than W elements, flows are distributed in an i.i.d. manner.
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c elements: PCE (f ) =
randomly from the last W
it all together, we get:

d
W
N
f,t
c .
W

Putting

1
· (Ei+1 − Ei )
Ei+1 − Ei
Ei
1
Ei
t
−
·(
) · (Ei − Ei−1 ) = P (IA
= 1) −
. (8)
c Ei − Ei−1
c
W
W

t
d
W
W
\
E(N
f,t − Nf,t−1 ) = P (IA = 1) ·

W
W
d
W
W
\
E(Nf,t
− Nf,t−1
) − E(N
f,t − Nf,t−1 ) =

Ei
c
W

t
− E(ID
).

(9)

Combining (V-B) with (9), to get:
W
E(Nf,t

−

W
Nf,t−1
)

d
W
W
\
− E(N
f,t − Nf,t−1 ) =

Ei
c
W

−

W
Nf,t
.
W

(10)

Using a Markov chain, we can find the estimated flow sizes.
d
\
W
W
According to (10), when deriving N
f,t from Nf,t−1 , RANDNW

f,t
i
CELL introduces a small error of E
c − W , which is the
W
difference between the estimated flow size and the accurate
one. From [14], this difference is bounded by the given .

VI. T HE SHIFT-CELL A LGORITHM
SHIFT-CELL extends CELL for the sliding window model
by performing a batch of estimators reductions once in every
multiple of arrivals. In this section only, we assume that
Query(f ) operations are performed only for flows that arrive
in the current window, i.e., among the last W items from
the time of the query. This assumption is reasonable in many
applications such as load balancing, traffic engineering, QoS
enforcement, and many network security tasks, where the
flow’s frequency information is needed mainly in order to
handle or classify an arriving item. Further, we do not provide
a formal error bound for SHIFT-CELL, yet its empirical error
on a real-world Internet trace is similar to RAND-CELL,
as reported in Section VII-B. The strength of SHIFT-CELL
comes from its improved performance compared to RANDCELL, as we describe below. That is, SHIFT-CELL is very
efficient at the cost of assurance on its theoretical error.
Ideally, aim to maintain the per-flow counting statistics only
w.r.t. the W most recent elements in the stream. As mentioned
before, to support this precisely, on every ADD(x) operation
we must also reduce the flow count of the least recent element
in the data structure, which would require remembering the
order in which elements from each flow have arrived (e.g.,
the approach taken by SWAMP [4]). Here, for efficiency, we
approximate this by applying batch reductions on all flows.
SHIFT-CELL is illustrated in Figure 2 and is explained
below. Specifically, in SHIFT-CELL, every time ADD(x)
is invoked, we increment a counter C. Next, whenever the
counter C reaches the window size W , we subtract certain
values, as defined shortly, from all estimators – a flow whose
estimation becomes zero is eliminated (at least abstractly).
The value of C is also reduced by the total number of
reductions. Finally, regardless of whether estimator reductions
were performed or not, the new element x is injected into the
data structure in the same manner as in CELL.
The main challenge in this approach is to perform the
periodic batch estimators reductions efficiently. The motivation

Algorithm 3 SHIFT-CELL Algorithm

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Initialization:
initialize Base = instance of the base algorithm CELL,
Initialization: C ← 0
function A DD(xi )
C ← (C + 1)
if C = W then
Delete first level in Base
Shifting levels in Base one level down
Compute leftover value
C ← W − leftover
Base.Add(xi )
function Q UERY(f ) return Base.Query(f )

for SHIFT-CELL is that after every W arrivals, we subtract
≈ W from the estimators of all flows, thereby approximately
mimicking a sliding window. Further, “inside” the window,
each subtraction only adds a small error to each flow. All
this using the efficient mechanism described next, whose only
memory overhead is the counter C, which takes log W bits,
and as would be shown, is computationally also very efficient.
Periodic Batch Estimator Subtractions: We start by explaining the subtractions for the AM-based implementation of
CELL and then for the HT representation. Denote by nodei
the data structure associated with level i. Each time counter
C reaches W , we simply delete the first level (freeing node1 )
and shifting every estimator one level down. That is, after
the shift operation each nodei becomes nodei−1 by adopting
estimator Ei−1 instead of Ei . This operation decreases the
load of every level i from ni Ei to ni Ei−1 . This means that
the total estimation reduction of level i is ni (Ei − Ei−1 ). We
denote by leftover the sum of estimation reductions of all the
levels. Then, we update the counter C to be the difference
between W and leftover, i.e., W − leftover. The pseudo-code
of the algorithm appears in Algorithm 3.
SHIFT-CELL incurs an expensive infrequent operation that
goes over all the levels to calculate the value of the leftover
value. Yet, as the number of levels is bounded by O(log W )
(Observation1), this is also the computational cost of this
periodic operation. Moreover, compared to RAND-CELL, the
added cost of an ADD(x) operation in SHIFT-CELL that does
not result in a shift is only a single counter increment. In
contrast, in RAND-CELL each ADD(x) operation invokes
the PRNG, which is computationally much more expensive.
Obviously, in the AM-based representation, shift is implemented trivially in a constant number of operations. For the
fingerprint HT approach, we can have a minLevel counter,
which is incremented on each shift operation. In this case,
the level of a flow stored in the HT is interpreted as the value
in the HT minus minLevel, with a negative result indicating
a free entry. Such an implementation is computationally fast,
but the level counters stored in the HT become unbounded.
VII. E VALUATION
We developed a C++ prototype of all algorithms described
in this work: CELL, RAND-CELL and SHIFT-CELL. We
considered 3 implementations of CELL: an approximate membership representation using TinySet (aka AM), a hash table
representation using TinyTable (aka HT TinyTable), and a
hash table representation using Cuckoo [35] (aka HT Cuckoo)
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and compared them with two state-of-the-art counter estimation algorithms, CEDAR [51] and ICE-Buckets [14] (aka ICE)
and with the naive solution, which is using a perfect hash table
and accurate counters as a general baseline. For the sliding
window model, we compared RAND-CELL and SHIFT-CELL
with SWAMP [4], a state-of-the-art sliding window algorithm
that solves accurate per-flow counting. We have implemented
ICE-Buckets [14] and SWAMP [4] in C++ ourselves since
their authors’ code is in Python and Java.
Our evaluation utilizes the following datasets:
• CAIDA - The CAIDA Anonymized Internet Trace
2016 [21]. The dataset collected during 2016 from the
backbone router ‘equinix-chicago’ which contains 88
million packets from 1.65M unique flows.
• Synthetic datasets - Generated datasets that follow the
x−a
, a = 0).
Zipf distribution (p(x) = ζ(a)
We used IP 5-tuples as flow ids. The evaluation was performed
on an Intel(R) 3.20GHz Xeon(R) CPU E5-2667 v4 running
Linux with kernel 4.4.0-71.
A. Memory Consumption Comparison
In this section, we compare the space consumption of our
algorithms as well as CEDAR, ICE-Buckets, and the naive
solution for a given  and δ values. Figure 3 shows the
space comparison as a function of the accuracy guarantee 
while the configured error probability δ = 0.01. For ICEBuckets and CEDAR, we preprocessed the dataset to obtain
the maximal number of the unique flows. The memory for
each algorithm was computed by counting the number of bits
in the implementation parameters given during runtime.
a) Effect of knowing the number of unique flows on memory consumption: Figure 3a shows the memory consumption
with prior knowledge of the number of the flows (the trace
contains about 88 million packets and the number of unique
flows is 1, 660, 000). When considering trace statistics for
CAIDA [2], for many traces, the number of unique flows is
10 − 50 times lower than the stream size.
The naive solution is not affected by varying  values since
it returns accurate answers. CEDAR maintains pointers from
each flow to its counter, so its space consumption is generally
the largest. CEDAR and ICE-Buckets are more compact than
AM for very small values of  but consume more space than
HT TinyTable for all  values. For the AM algorithms, as
 increases, the overall number of levels decreases resulting
in better space consumption. Yet, HT TinyTable is the most
efficient among the algorithms that solve the problem by at
least 2X due to its independent self-adjusting counter sizes.
Indeed the AM-based representation wastes additional memory compared to HT TinyTable, but its advantage comes
from the simple implementation for RAND-CELL and SHIFTCELL as described before. As mentioned in [51] and [14],
CEDAR and ICE-Buckets must know a-priory the number of
unique flows to allocate compact data structures; otherwise,
they use the stream size as a bound of the number of the unique
flows, which cause a significant memory overhead. Figure 3b
shows the memory overhead of CELL and ICE-Buckets for

the same 88 million packets when the number of unique flows
is unknown. As seen, having no a-priory knowledge of the
number of unique flows increases the memory overhead gap
between CELL and ICE-Buckets. The main extra overhead for
this case comes from the fact the tables need to be sized for
the worst case in which each item is from a unique flow.
b) Effect of using estimators on memory consumption:
To demonstrate the motivation for using estimators instead of
accurate counters, we explore the memory consumption for
the version of each algorithm (AM, HT TinyTable, and Naive)
that uses estimators compared with the same algorithm using
accurate counters. Figure 3c shows this memory consumption
as a function of  when the number of unique flows is known.
As shown in Figure 3c, when the implementation employs
accurate counters its results are not affected by the value of 
since the algorithm supplies accurate answers. As shown, using
estimators instead of accurate counters improves the memory
overhead in all algorithms. The AM algorithm with estimators
consumes 71% − 84% less space, while HT TinyTable with
estimators consumes 50% less. Even if we apply estimators to
the naive solution, it saves 30% of the memory consumption.
The reason AM is the most affected is that its memory
consumption is the most severely dependent on the number
of layers, which is exactly what estimators reduce.
c) Effect of false positive ratio δ on memory consumption: Figure 4a shows the effect of the false positive ratio on
CELL’s memory consumption with the three implementations:
HT TinyTable, HT Cuckoo and AM when  is fixed to 0.1. In
this comparison, we consider the case of an unknown number
of unique flows. All algorithms consume more memory when
the false-positive ratio is larger as this means more bits for
the fingerprint in the HT representation and larger approximate
memberships in the AM representation. As expected, AM consumes more memory compared to HT, while HT TinyTable is
the lightest algorithm under the same configurations.
d) Memory Consumption over Sliding Window: We now
compare the space consumption of our sliding window algorithms, RAND-CELL and SHIFT-CELL with SWAMP [4]
(configured with δ = 0.01) as a function of the window
size, when  is fixed to 0.1. As described in sections V
and VI, RAND-CELL and SHIFT-CELL adapt CELL to the
sliding window model without adding any memory overhead
at the cost of a larger error (SHIFT-CELL adds a counter,
but its cost is very small). So the memory consumption of
the two algorithms as a function of the window size is the
same. In Figure 4b we compare the two implementations of
CELL, AM and HT TinyTable, when adapted to the sliding
window model with the state-of-the-art SWAMP without any
further knowledge about the number of the unique flows. All
algorithms consume more memory when the window size is
larger, as this means maintaining more elements in their data
structures. SWAMP stores all window elements’ fingerprints in
a cyclic buffer plus a TinyTable of the fingerprints. Moreover,
the counters in the TinyTable are exact values (not estimators).
These promise accurate answers with probability 1−δ but lead
to significant memory usage. As seen, SWAMP consumes 4
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(a) Known #unique flows

(b) Unknown #unique flows

(c) Estimators effect

Fig. 3: Space as a function of the accuracy guarantee (): (a) the number of the unique flows is known, (b) the number of the unique flows
is unknown, (c) the effect of using estimators on memory – we compare space consuming of each algorithm using estimators vs. real value.
(* c indicates exact counters variants, * est indicates estimators).

(a) False Positive

(b) Window Size

Fig. 4: (a) Space as a function of the false positive ratio (δ) when the number of the unique flows is unknown (b) Space as a function of
the window size in the sliding window model without any knowledge of the number of the unique flow.
times more memory for large window sizes (217 ) than our
compact implementation (HT TinyTable).
B. Error (RMSRE) Comparison
We now explore the empirical error of our algorithms and
compare them to previous works. We considered CELL’s
HT TinyTable implementation as it is the most compact representation of CELL. We configured our algorithms with  = 0.1
and δ = 2−9 ≈ 0.00194. Specially, we compared CELL
with ICE-Buckets, and for the sliding window model, we
compared RAND-CELL and SHIFT-CELL with SWAMP. To
configure ICE-Buckets, we preprocessed the dataset to obtain
the maximal number of the unique flows and the trace size
(which is a requirement as mentioned before), and set  to 0.1,
while SWAMP is configured with the same δ (2−9 ). Figure 5
compares our algorithms with ICE-Buckets and SWAMP over
a synthetic dataset of 5 million packets. Figure 6 shows the
empirical RMSRE for different window sizes.
Figure 5a shows a histogram of unique flows number
per range of the measured error when  = 0.1 and δ =
2−9 ≈ 0.00194. As seen, both CELL and ICE-Buckets provide
accurate answers for the vast majority of flows. ICE-Buckets
is more accurate than CELL as it is a deterministic algorithm

while CELL has an error probability. However, ICE-Buckets
must know a-priory the number of the unique flows; otherwise,
it assumes that the number of unique flows is the stream
size, which causes a significant memory overhead as seen
in Figure 3b. Moreover, CELL is more compact than ICEBuckets both when the number of the unique flows is known
and when it is unknown, as shown in Figures3a and 3b.
The high accuracy of CELL is also exhibited in Figure 5c.
It shows the estimated flow size as a function of the true value.
CELL’s estimated values that are very close to the true ones.
Figure 5b compares RAND-CELL and SHIFT-CELL with
SWAMP. Since SWAMP provides accurate estimations, it is
more accurate than RAND-CELL and SHIFT-CELL. But,
it promises accurate estimations only with some probability
(configured with δ = 0.00194). As seen, for high measured
error, SWAMP and our algorithms are very close (the zoomed
figure shows this). Alas, SWAMP consumes much more space
as it maintains the whole window size in memory, exposing an
accuracy to memory consumption trade-off between SWAMP
and our algorithms (RAND-CELL and SHIFT-CELL).
In conclusion, ICE-Buckets and SWAMP are slightly more
accurate than our algorithms but this comes at the cost of
more memory consumption (as seen in Figure 3). Notice that
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(a) CELL vs ICE

(b) RAND-CELL, SHIFT-CELL vs SWAMP

(c) Actual flow size vs. estimated

Fig. 5: Using synthetic dataset (a) Number of unique flows over measured error (overall error) for CELL and ICE-Buckets when  = 0.1,
δ = 0.00194 and window size = 216 . (b) Number of unique flows over measured error (overall error) for RAND-CELL and SHIFT-CELL
when  = 0.1 and δ = 0.00194 (c) Actual flow size vs. estimated flow size for CELL when  = 0.1 and δ = 0.00194.

(a) W = 10K

(b) W = 100K

(c) W= 500K

Fig. 6: Unique flows over measured (overall) error for SHIFT-CELL and RAND-CELL configured with  = 0.1 and δ = 0.031 using
Chicago dataset of size 1M packets: (a) window size 10K (b) window size 100K (c) window size 500K
the observed errors are lower than the user-selected value.
Figures 6 measures the empirical RMSRE for RAND-CELL
and SHIFT-CELL in the HT TinyTable implementation and
reported them as histograms. In this experiment, after every
W arrivals, we compared the estimates of each flow in the
window with the accurate figure. As expected, the gap between
both algorithms gets closer when the window size is larger.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have introduced CELL, a novel counter estimation algorithm that minimizes the memory overhead while guaranteeing
a given error of  with probability 1−δ. CELL maps the flows
to levels according to their frequencies and uses estimators to
answer per-flow counting according to the flow’s level. We
studied two possible representations of CELL, a Hash Table
(HT) representation and an Approximate Membership (AM),
and analyzed the memory consumption and the value of δ
obtained by each of them for a given . We have compared
CELL to CEDAR [51] and ICE-Buckets [14] in terms of

memory consumption over real Internet traces. We showed
that the HT variants of CELL consume less memory than both
CEDAR and ICE-Buckets for the same accuracy error.
We extended CELL for the sliding window model and we
have presented two extensions of CELL to the sliding window
model, RAND-CELL and SHIFT-CELL. Both our sliding
window algorithms were shown to be more space-efficient than
SWAMP [4], the previously best-known solution for per-flow
accurate counting over a sliding window (also with probability
1 − δ). By comparing to SWAMP, we showed the significant
memory reduction that can be obtained in the sliding window
model by allowing a small approximation error. Among our
two algorithms, RAND-CELL is better when a formal error
guarantee is required, while SHIFT-CELL is computationally
lighter. All code is available online [1].
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